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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present a system for audio-visual
speech recognition based on a hybrid Artificial Neu-
ral Network/Hidden Markov Model (ANN/HMM) ap-
proach. To setup the system it was necessary to record
a new audio-visual database. We will describe the
recording and labeling of the database. The fusion
of audio and video data is a key aspect of the pa-
per. Three conditions, when only the audio or only the
video data is reliable and when they are both equally
reliable, will attract our attention. A method to com-
bine the video and audio information based on these
three conditions will be presented. An implementa-
tion of this method in an automatic fusion depending
on the noise level in the audio channel is developed.
The performance of the complete system is demon-
strated using two types of additive noise at varying
SNR.

1. INTRODUCTION

Perceptual studies show that humans use both, the
acoustic information and the speakers lips movement
to recognize what was said [1][2]. This led to dif-
ferent approaches to integrate the visual information
also in automatic speech recognition systems [3]-[11].
These systems are very different in respect to the
size of the database they use and the task they en-
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2. SYSTEM STRUCTURE

The implementation of our system was carried out
using the tool STRUT from TCTS lab Mons, Belgium
[13]. We use an audio-visual speech recognition sys-
tem based on a Separate Identification (SI) structure
(compare Fig. 1 and see [8] for more details) which
has shown to give better results than the Direct Iden-
tification [9].

RASTA-
PLP

Chroma-
Key

Audio
ANN

Video
ANN

AV
Fusion

HMM

SNR

Figure 1: Separate Identification (SI) audio-visual speech recog-
nition system

Audio feature extraction is performed using
RASTA-PLP [14] and the video features are extracted
via a chroma key process, which requires coloring of
the speakers lips with blue ink. Due to the coloring,
the lips can then be located easily and their movement
parameters can be extracted in real time. As lips pa-
rameters
� outer lip width

� inner lip width

� outer lip height

� inner lip height

� lip surface and

� mouth surface surrounded by lips
were chosen [7].

To take temporal information into account, several
successive time frames of the audio and video feature
vectors are presented simultaneously at the input of
the corresponding ANNs. The individual phonemes
are modeled via left-right HMM models. The order of
the HMMs used to represent the different phonemes
was adapted to the mean length of the corresponding
phoneme. Word models are generated by the concate-
nation of the corresponding phoneme models. Recog-
nition is based on a dictionary with the phonetic tran-
scription of 30 English numbers. Complete sentences
containing a sequence of numbers were presented to
the system during the recognition process.
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AVNB95
training
on NB95

AVNB95
first
labeling

AVNB95
relabel-
ing

AVNB95
video
only

WER 28.5% 7.1% 4.0% 25.9%

Table 1: Recognition scores in Word Error Rates (WER) at dif-
ferent training steps

the alignment a new audio recognition system could
be trained on the new database. This led to a sig-
nificant improvement of the recognition scores and
hence made a realignment with the new recognition
system possible (compare Tab. 1). For further im-
provements the labeling and training procedure was
repeated once more. To this point only the audio part
of the database is labeled. Under the assumption that
each phoneme has a corresponding, synchronously ut-
tered viseme we directly applied the labeling of the
audio part to the video part of the database. Train-
ing a recognition system only on the video part of the
database and performing recognition tests showed that
this is a practical assumption (compare Tab. 1). As for
some phonemes characteristique lip movements start
earlier or end later than the corresponding acoustical
articulation the context window was set to � frames
before and after the actual frame in the video stream
in contrast to only � frames in the audio stream.

Further refinements of the recognition system (e.g.
increase of the entry penalty for pauses) led to a re-
duction of the WERs to ���� on the audio channel
and ����� on the video channel.

4. FUSION OF AUDIO AND VIDEO DATA

The goal of the fusion process is to jointly use the
information from the audio and video stream. In our
recognition system this is achieved via the calculation
of a joint a posteriori probability for each phoneme
from the a posteriori probabilities of the audio and
video channel. Due to the varying reliability of the au-
dio stream with the noise level, the contribution of the
a posteriori probabilities of the audio and video stream
to the final probability is not fixed, but noise level de-
pendent. At high SNR the audio signal contributes
much more information to the audio-visual recogni-
tion process than the video signal (compare � �� of
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This will be referred to as Condition II. Finally the
evaluation of the a posteriori probability according to
Eq. 2 in cases where both, the audio and the video
path, contribute equally will be referred to as Condi-
tion III. In the next section we will describe a fusion
scheme which takes these conditions into account.

4.2. Geometric Weighting
Following Eq. 2 the weighted estimate of the a pos-

teriori probability of the phoneme �� can be written
as:

���� 	�������� 
 �
���	�����
 ��

�	����� 


�������	��

��	��� 


(5)
Here the terms independent of the actual phoneme ��

are replaced by a normalization factor:

�	��� 
 �
�

����
	��

�
���� ���� �
���� ��� �
�
���������

(6)

The weighting parameters � and � both depend on a
third parameter 	 according to:

� �

���
��

� 	 � ��

�  	 �� � 	 � �

� 	 
 �

� �

���
��

� 	 � �

�� 	 � � 	 � �

� 	 
 �

(7)

The parameter 	 varies with the SNR and deter-
mines the contribution of the audio and video stream
to the final probability. When 	 � � the a posteriori
probabilities from the audio and video path both have
the same weight as � � � and � � �. Hence Con-
dition III is fulfilled. For 	 � �� at very low SNR
� � �� � � � and for 	 � � when only the audio sig-
nal carries information � � �� � � �. Consequently
these two cases fulfill Conditions I&II.

In the following sections we will refer to this fusion
method as Geometric Weighting[18].

4.3. Automatic Weight Adaptation
For a given SNR, variations of the audio and video

weights severely affect the final recognition score.
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the word error resulting form the automatic fusion
was evaluated for each noise type at all �� SNR val-
ues. The average of these errors was calculated and
the minimum of this average error was searched via
adapting the mapping between the entropy value and
the fusion parameter 	 taking all noise conditions into
account. As a consequence of the minimization of the
relative errors the absolute errors between the optimal
WER and the one resulting from the automatic fusion
are larger at large absolute WER values.

5. RESULTS

As an example of the performance of the system
we present the recognition results in two noise con-
ditions. For the automatic process the value of the
entropy of the a posteriori probabilities is averaged
over the whole test set and then the according set-
ting of the fusion parameter applied on a frame by
frame basis. In Fig. 2 the recognition scores for the
audio signal alone, the video signal alone, the audio-
visual recognition when the fusion parameter is set by
hand and the audio-visual recognition implementing
the automatic setting of the fusion parameter are com-
pared. As additive noise, babble noise from the NOI-
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Figure 2: Word error rates for each individual stream and for
audio-visual recognition when the fusion parameter was set by
hand or adapted automatically. As additive noise babble noise
was used.

SEX database was used. In Fig. 3 the corresponding
values are shown, when noise recorded in a car was
added.

Numerical values in terms of WER at some exem-
plary SNR values are given in Tab. 2. These values
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the automatic setting of the fusion parameter 	 were
also performed [19]. In these tests the entropy crite-
rion gave the best results for our setup, whereas these
results might be affected by a transition to a multi-
speaker application.

7. CONCLUSION

We presented a system for continuous audio-visual
speech recognition based on a hybrid ANN/HMM
model. The recording of a large audio-visual database
was necessary to setup the system. We introduced
the database and the methods we employed to label
it, as labeling is a prerequisite of using the database
for training of the recognition system. Following we
presented a formalism to fuse audio and video data
respecting three special cases where only the audio
or only the video probabilities are reliable and where
they are both equally reliable. Furthermore we de-
veloped a method to determine the parameter of the
fusion process, which balances the weight put on the
audio or video channel, automatically depending on
the noise level in the audio channel. During the de-
velopment we considered a wide range of noise types
and SNR values to make it also applicable to new, pre-
viously unseen noise conditions. Recognition results
in different noise conditions were presented demon-
strating the performance of the system and the benefits
from using both audio and video data for recognition.
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